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Hi everyone and welcome, lt's been very
pleasing that we have had such a strong
inllux of ne'r, members lo our society recently,
which is iust fantastic.
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This u/as a very enjoyable night and Paul
proved himselflo be a very accomplished
speaker. He touched upon lhe fact thal our
eyes are not the best receptors of
information;our eyesight only operates in a
nanow frequency bandwidlh and combines
just three colors, namely red, green and blue
to give us colour Yision.

However our hearing is much more adaptive
to frequencies and we can decipher mulliply
inputs of inlormalion. Paul played us
simulations of whal some ofour favourite
deep sky objects might sound like.

It 'rias 
greatthat our rnembers were able to

make the night such a success by asking
some excellent questions. This was

commented on by Paul and I know he qol
greal pleasure in delivering the lecture, so
much so he offered to pay us a relurn visil.
Welldone to all!
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Tonight

Recently we were contacted by our planned

speaker for ton ght, namely Tim Bedding from

the University of NSWwith a requesl to speak

next month lnstead of lonight. our planned

speaker for next month has kindly agreed to

speak to us tonighl! So it gives me great
pleasure to inlroduce lo you George Descala.

George will speak to us about ho!,v amateur

astronomers can make mntdbutions to the
professional field.

George is a junior science and senlor physics

teacher at Pairiewood High School. He also

runs the Double Helix science club al the

school, He runs school viewing nights and

takes lhe senior physics students on

excursions to dark sky sights. George is a
member of lhe Southerland Astronomical

Society.

He has been unde(aking research into

variable and eclipsing binaries and

has obtained some funding from the QLD
Astronomical Society to wdte a
publication. He does his observatlons from

his back yard observatory using a
1 2' l\.,leade telescope.

We thank George for taking the lime to visit
us, should be a great evening.

Walch out for any C lical MAS emails as we
may Irom time to lime hold some off schedule
Iield nights.

Space Cadets

We are putting lhe Cadets on hold for a while

as lhe longer daylighl hours does nol lend

itself for lelescope vieu/ings at around

6.30pm, which was a realhighlight atthe end

ofthe meetings. Also I now find myself more
pressed for time lhan I otherwise would have

thoughl. We had a couple of greal meetings

and then somewhen the turnout was

disappointing. l\4y thanks for those members

who contributed and it may be worthwhile to

look at a similar idea for next yeaas actyilies
for the society.

Stargard Field

The field continues to prove itsdf to be a

suitable observing venue for us d recenlly

many members enjoyed sorne dea dak sky

observing. Sometimes we s€e a litte fog roll

in but it seems to cause us no prouem.

Things are progressing quite wellwth our
plans for the field and I can no,x reporl that

John Rombi and I had a meeting with Pat

Farmer. Pat is the Parliamentary Seqetary to

the Minislerfor Education, Science and
Training and Spokesperson for Westem

Sydney. Also Pat is the sitting member for
Macarlhur.

As you know I have gone into quite some

detail about these plans in previous issues of
Prime Focus so please refer to those issues if

needed.

The meeling went very well indeed and Pat is

most happy to endorse our funding

21/10/06 The Forest
18/'l'U06 The Forest
20i11/06 Monthly l\leeting
25/'11106 Stargard Field

08/1206 Campbelllown Rotary Observalory

The Dates
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application for the 3oinch 
-Slargard 

Fietd
Telesmpe'. ln facl Pat thinks it's a great idea
This being sajd John and I are very busy with
an application to complete and supporting
letters to be obtained from some local high
schools which will strengthen our application.

The grant if successtul will h ave a strong
basis on its educational and oulreach value,
This was a suggeslion made by Pat. i.e. lo
oblain supporting letters. obviously,,ve need
1o align ourselves in thal regard in order to
have a dtance lo be successful.

Certainly we have proved to be a very
community minded organizalion and have
held many successful school slar parties, so
focusing in on student observations and
research sits wellwithin our existing
objectives.

There is much work to do so r,ve beter get on
wilh it, butwhilst I am very happy that our
applicalion is being supported it still reiies on
meeting certain departmental criteria, and this
may be out of Pal's hands. So I cannol state
clearly enough lhalwe have no guarantees,
however there is room for some c€utious
optimism.

Oher Things!

Al time ofwriting we hoping that our-lllacastro 
star nighl at the sports ground will

be just as good as lhe one held on Sepl lhe
2d. We have had some good advertising for
the night so I hope the weather is clear and
all goes well.

lf you get a chance lake a look at the
Queensland Astrolest site on lhe internel,
several large aperture smpes are
represented on the field and a couple by

Peter Read from SDI\4 scopes, Peter is
assisling us wilh the possible purchase of the
Stargard Field Telescope.

On a matler nol exactly bul somewhal related
l0 astronomy, next weekend is the Richmond
Air show, out at the RAAF base at of course
Rlchmond. Ilove air shows, bul onlywhen
they involve very fast jets ofwhich severalwill
be flying. I keep thinking about lhe movie
'The Right Stuff. lt's the slory about NASA'S
Mercury program which centers on the
training of future astronauls. Sadly many did
not make it. The story Ieatures lhe attempts
to break the sound barrjer; this was
evenlually achieved by a test pilot, namely
one 'Chuck Yeage/,

Chuck Yeager is arguably lhe world's mosl
influenlial test pilot '/ho has played a crucial
role in development and training of
astronauts. He is accredited with also
achieving Mach 2, twice the speed olsound, I

think in the early fifties. I won't go on to much
about it but if you are not familiar wilh his
achievements then there is a ton of info on
the internet.

I think Chuck never made it inlo space which
is quite ironic, but behind the scenes his
contribution was invaluable.

So why am I fascinated by all this? Well I am
drawn to things lhal involve speed and
distance. Knowing lhat Alpha Cenlauriis
about 39 trillion kilometers away gives me a
perspeclive when I see it in the sky, whilst on
this morlal mil, we call Earth we are orbiting
our Sun al a velocity ofjustunder 30
kilometers per second.

We cannolbuiid spacecraft to break the light
barrier, but we can build jets and shuflles that
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break the sound barrier. Space and how to
get there is a very big subjecl. A few years

back we were with some friends walking

along Darling Harbour, lt was nighl and all of
a sudden a tremendous noise threatened to

blow apart eyery window in the city, a great

ballofflame was seen streaking high in the
sky menacinq the harbour. lt's a UFo, it's the
end ot lhe worid!

l\,,ly friends allturned to me for an explanation,
obviously I am such an expert on this end

world stuff! With a greal deal of mnfidence I

explained that itwas simple a RAAF F-11'1

fighterjet compleling a dump and bum

maneuver.

I have seen this belore and also I read in the

paper detailing that the RAAF were doing a

display over Sydney that night, Still armed

with alllhat my friends to this day still
believed lhey saw a UFo.

A lot of physics go into terrestrial and space

flighl, At one such air show a lighterjel was

comlng in very very fast, so fast I noticed that
the roar of the engines was behind whal I

saw, i.e. the sound was lraveling behind lhe

iet. lt was an experience I will never forget,
lets hope they keep the speed up next

weekend.

Wellthal's about allfor now, lwill keep you
posted on any developments with the
Stargard Field Telescope as they mme to

hand.

Kind Regards

Noel Sharpe

US scientists John C, [,4alher and George F.

Smool won the 2006 Nobel Physics Prize for
theirwork on the Big Bang theory on the
origin of the universe, The pair were
honoured for theirdiscovery of the black body

form and anisotropy of lhe msmic microwaye

background radialion.

Underthe Big Bang lheory, the cosmos was

formed from a calaclysmic explosion that
happened about 13.7 billion years ago. The

timescale and geometry are measurable by

shoc*waves called msmic micro',vave

background (CMB)thal continues to wash

0ver us.

l\,lalher coordinated the entire process and

had responsibility forthe expedment thal
revealed the black body form oflhe
microwaye background radiation measured

by CoBE. Smoot meanwhile had the main

responsibility for measu ng the small

variations in the temperature ofthe radiation
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US duo win Nobel for work on Big
Bang theory

Malher, 60, is a senior astrophysicisl at
NASA'S Goddard Space Flight Centre in

l\.,laryland, while Smoot, 61, is a professor of
physics at the Universily of California al
Berkeley. [.4ather and Smoot worked on the

CoBE satellite launched by NASA in 1989,

whose results provided increased support for
the Big Bang scena o, as this is the only

scenado thal predicts the kind of cosmic

microrrave background radiation measured

by COBE. These measurements also ma*ed
the inception of cosmology as a precise

science.



[This is an interesling observation on how

Nobel Prizes are awarded. The pair have

been recognised NOWfor something they

achieved 17 years ago, This seems to be a
faidy common experience, The sad thing is

they get the money in their senier years

ratherthan when they were younger and
probably could have used it.

As another observation, I read the book by
Smoot el alon this very experiment. I believe
it was titled 'Wrinkles {or rippies?) in Space'.

ll's in Campbelltown Library and wellworth a

read. Ed.l

High overhead this monlh is

Getus - The Sea Monster.

Drawings of 400 years ago show the monste'
to look somelhing like a sea elephant basking
beside the ver (Eridanus), minding his own
business and nol looking fierce at all. This

much misunderslood creature is also likened

to the Whale from the Biblical story of Jonah.

The mnstellation is large butfaint, located
between Aquarius and TaLrLs in an area lhal
has few stars brighterthan 2nd or 3d mag.
Best viewed looking north the head of the
monster is lowards Taurus.

o called Menkar (nose) is a bright orange

star at mag. 2.8. The brightest star is p called

Diphda (the tall)a yellow star at mag.2.2 over

40'from lllenkar. Diphda is also a good

starting point if you are hunting for NGC 253,

288 and 55 in Sculplor.
y Katfaljidhma meaning'short hand' (maybe

flipper?) mag.3.6, is a double star yellow and

blue.

o Omicron Cetica led Mira (the Wonderful
Star) is a large long period variable changing
in magnilude between 9 - 3 over 331 days.

l\,{ira is so large its'diameler is the same as

the Ea(h's orbil around the Sun. ( called

Baten Kaitos (lhe belly star) is an orange
yellow star 10" from l\,lira to the south.

Star hop from a through y to the neck oflhe
beastwhere you willfind 6 a mag. 4 star6'
from l\4ira lo the nonh. This is the jump off
point for lV77 just 1 deg. to lhe right.

M77 is a magnificent sphal with broad distinct

arms and is one ofthe biggest galaxies in

l,4essieis list. lt's about 60 mi]lion light years

distant and unique and peculiar for several
reasons.

P

CETUS ,li-)

Y
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Tucana . The Toucan Bird-

o(
P

E

M77

It is classed as a Seyfert Type llgalaxy wilh
giant gas clouds movlng away from the
central core ai hundreds of km/sec, To
generate these speeds enormous energy is
generated in a strong active nucleus fil,ed
with interstellar matter. lntense slar forming

activity is going on in the inner disk indicated
by very bright ultra-violet imaging. This is the
most luminous siarloming region within a
100 mill, ly arc around us. CetusAis a radio
source like a miniquasar, within the core.

NGC105s

Tuming to the south lets drop into the aviary
oflhe sky and iook at -

ItlTuc,

s
Located immediately to the south (benealh)o{
Phoenix and Grus, the bird's beak is to the
right, and in early maps it was drawn silting
on the Small lt agellanic Cloud like an egg.
often ove ooked as we zero in on the S[,llC

there are some sights lo be had here.

o.is an orange giant 120|y away. I isa
mulli system B1 and 82 are two identical

bananas in blu+white pyjamas. 82 has a
binary companion, which willtake more than
200mm to split. Close by is a white star
called 83. r is also a multi system wilh a
double starlhat can be split by smallscopes
and another companion which is also a binary

double,lhat can be split with '150 mm, l,is
an easy double for smallsmpes localed
above the S[,4C,

The Small Magellanic Cloud a sister galaxy 10

the Milky Way, is visible 10 lhe naked eye and
yields many galaxies and swirling gas clouds
to scopes of all sizes and binoculars. There
is a belief thal il is being tom apart by forces

.1
3G?
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NGC 1055 is an edge on spiral galaxyjust

0.5" to the NNW at mag.10.

This is another constellation invented by
Keyser and Houlman in 1590 from their
observalions in Sumatra.
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from the Milky Way and the L[.4C so get an

eyefulnow.

To the upper right of the SIVC is the best

visual globular clusterfor small scopes. 47

Tuc. is an awe inspiring sighl, more centrally
condensed and more able to be resolved than

Omega Cert.. originally lhought lo be a sla',
hence il's name, but now known lo contain
more than 500.000 stars.

and ttle Arabs made il part of the r'Southern
Fish'.

It looks like a crooked cross when at

culmination but takes a dramatic headerto
the western horizon when setting, Faint
galaxies are visible to 200mm and over. The

naked eye doubles are strikingly attractive,

many oflhe faint ones, discovered by Dunlop,

are good for smalltelescopes because of
their b ghtness and wide separation.

lI
',4aGRt\5

6,

6{Io

P 71t3

47 Tucanae

0n the top edge ofthe SNIC you willfind
NGC362 another satisfying y bright globular

cluster visible in binoculars at 7.0 mag. Well

defined and in a nice field of stars, it looks

belter in a telescope but NGC362 is really not
in the SMC at all but pa( of our own Mi ky

way,

Grus - The Grane
This distinctive star shape was ntroduced by

Keyser and Houtman the Dutch explorers ln

1590. lt was named afterlhe long necked

crane, a bird thai was a symbo for
astronomers in ancenl Egypt lt has been

called'flamingo,'stork even 'the fishing rod

q, is a large blue star about 70 times more

luminous than our Sun 57 ly away called
Alnair. It appears brightest because it is

closest to us.

p is much larger, a red giant 800 times

brighter than the Sun 140 ly dlstant, therefore

fainterthan Alnair, T is a blue giant bigger

than the others but 230 ly away.

The obvious doubles visible in the long neck

of Grus are 6 a pairing of iwo unrelaled

stars, one red, and the other yellow, and p
two yellow giants appearing in lhe same Line

ofslght but unrelated.
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Sights for medium telesmpes include
NGC7213 a smallgalaxy that looks like a

distant globular in the same field of view as
Alnair. The glare of Alnair makes it difficult

but careful looking and high magnification will
reward you.

NGC7213

2" south of the head of the Crane (Gamma

Gru) is the falnt planetary nebula |C5148
(mag. 11)discovered by a Sydney amateur
aslronomer in 1894. Larger mirrors than
200mm reveal a thick ring but the central star

only shows on photographs.

Grus Quartet

Now heres a challenge! Seeifyoucanfind
NGC7582/ 90/ 99/ 52 - The Grus Quartet,

four small spira galaxies approx. 2' away al

10 o'ciock from Thela Gruis and shining

mag.10 Theta Gruis ls al the end of the eft

wlng oflhe crane and 2'norih.

Good Seeing lC

lThis arlicle is a reprint of two What lC articles

\,\,iitten by lan Cook for the 2004 August and

october issues of prime Focus.l

Crater Victoria was lhe biggest cmterthat
NASA would probably get to and it gives

NASA a window on the distant past ofthe
planet. The images taken by MRO show that

the crater, aboul800 metres in diameter, has

scalloped edges of cliff-like promontories that
appear to record a longer span of Mars'

history than the rover has studied in olher

craters.

The cliffs are up to several hundred metres
high and there are boulders measuring up to
2.7 metres in diameter. This seems to excite
the NASA scientists who are ?unning out of
superlalives" to describe the "stunning"

images of Mars.
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An news a cle this weektells how the MRO
([,4ars Reconnaissance orbiter) which
reached Martian ofuil last week has provided

unprecedented close-ups of a lvartian crater

that could open up new knowledge ofthe red
planet.

The l\4R0 is searching for evidence that water
existed on lllars for a long enough period to
provide a habilat for life.
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